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Designing and making with food FRT

FRT

Student’s Book:
Presenting food product ideas 
page 60

Time available:
Part 1 40 minutes   
Parts 2 and 3 50 minutes 

You will learn:
How to use a star chart or 
attribute profile to describe 
and modify a food product to 
improve its quality and appeal.

You will need:

Your workbook

Pencil

 For the basic pasta bake

Margarine

Plain flour

Milk

Salt

Pepper

Pasta shells

Plus access to

Grated cheese

Ham

Red pepper

Chopped parsley

Sweet corn

Saucepans – large and 
small

Chopping board

Choping knife

Serving dish – heat proof
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Part 1

Work in groups of three to four pupils.

Your teacher has given you a sample of a pasta bake to evaluate.

What to do

1 Draw a start chart using the following criteria:

	 ◆	 appearance;

	 ◆	 flavour;

	 ◆	 nutritional value;

	 ◆	 consistency/texture.
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Star charts

Appearance

Flavour

Nutritional value

Consistency/Texture

2 Taste the pasta bake and complete an attribute profile on the 
star chart. You need to discuss the position of each attribute 
on its axis and come to an agreed value.

A small catering firm wants to develop a range of pasta dishes to 
be sold in the lunch bar of their leisure centre.

3 Discuss how you could modify the pasta bake to improve the 
attribute profile and make it appeal to their customers. Decide 
which additional ingredients and type of pasta your group will 
use.
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Star charts

Part 2 – Make your pasta bake

The ingredients for the basic pasta bake are as follows.

Coating white sauce  Pasta

23 g margarine  75 g pasta shells

25 g plain flour   half teaspoon salt

275 ml milk  

salt and pepper

You will use this as the starting point for your new recipe.

What to do

1 Half fill a medium-sized saucepan with cold water, add salt, cover with the saucepan lid and boil.

2 Add pasta, stir briefly and boil for about 10 minutes until it is tender but not soft. Test the pasta 
by removing a small piece from pan and tasting.

 Quality control check – Stir and boil briskly to prevent pasta sticking together.    

Health and safety check – Tasting pasta – it must be cool.

3 You can choose two or three additional ingredients from the following list:

 50 g grated cheese;    50 g ham or other cold meats;

 1 small chopped red/green pepper; 2 tablespoons chopped parsley;

 2 small chopped tomatoes;   tinned sweet corn.

4 Prepare the additional ingredients.

5 Make the sauce by placing all the ingredients in a small saucepan.

6 Stir continuously over a moderate heat, bring to the boil and cook for about 5 minutes until it is 
thick, smooth and glossy.

 Quality control check – Stir continuously so starch granules remain separate and lumps do not form. As the sauce 

boils, the temperature must be high enough to make sure all the starch is gelatinised for the correct consistency and 

fully cooked flavour.

7 Drain pasta well using a colander – leave it to stand for a few minutes.

8 Add pasta and additional ingredients to sauce and pour into an ovenproof dish.

9 Place in a hot oven or under the grill so that the top ‘browns’.

Part 3 – Evaluating your pasta bake

What to write

◆ Taste your pasta bake carefully and decide on an axis position for each of these attributes:

 appearance;  flavour;

 nutritional value;   consistency/texture. 

◆	 Compare this new attribute profile with the attribute profile you developed in Part 1.

Homework suggestion

Answer the following questions.

◆	 What did you do to modify the original pasta bake product? 

◆	 How did this make the new product more likely to sell at a leisure centre?




